the field is turned off, and the current produced by the low-frequency
radio signal from the gyrating protons is measured.
Although this device sounds complicated, in fact it is well within the skill of
an amateur scientist/hobbyist to produce. There are several designs for
this kind of instrument on the Web.

V. The fluxgate magnetometer
Although it was mainly built to detect submarines during World War II, the
fluxgate magnetometer provides information about both the intensity and
orientation of a magnetic field. It has become, by far, the most widely
used instrument both for prospecting on Earth and for space-based
research applications. This is the type of magnetometer used in the
THEMIS ground-based and satellite observatories, including the education
stations.

5.1 Operating principles
Consider an electromagnet with wires wrapped around a nail and
attached to a battery. When the circuit is completed and the electricity
flows, the coils produce a magnetic field. The iron nail is not necessary for
an electromagnet, but it is used to enhance the magnetic field. A
fluxgate magnetometer uses some of these same concepts, plus more.
A fluxgate magnetometer measures an external magnetic field in any
direction by determining the amount of electric current needed to reduce
the magnetic field strength in the core to zero along that direction. The
core is in the center of the fluxgate sensor (like the iron nail in the
electromagnet) and usually consists of a nickel ring wrapped with
magnetic material, as shown in Figure 30. If there is an external magnetic
field, a magnetic field in the core will exist before the fluxgate
magnetometer is turned on. If there is no external magnetic field, there
will be no magnetic field in the core before the fluxgate magnetometer is
turned on. Around the core is a primary coil of wire (like the wire around
the nail in the electromagnet) that magnetizes the core, in addition to
any external magnetic field magnetization. A secondary coil is wrapped
around the core to detect signals coming from it.
To magnetize the core, a fluxgate magnetometer applies an oscillating
magnetic field (one that changes quickly and periodically in time) around
the core that alternately produces a magnetic field parallel and anti____________________________________________________________
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parallel to the “sense” axis. An example of a sense axis is the x-axis on the
THEMIS magnetometers. This oscillating magnetic field reverses the core’s
polarity (its orientation of the North and South magnetic poles). If the
average magnetic field is zero in the core, the secondary coil shown in
Figure 31 picks up a symmetric signal. This signal arises when the current in
the primary coil drives the magnetic material to saturation on each
reversal of the core’s polarity. Saturation is the maximum magnetic field
the magnetic material can hold. If there is some steady magnetic field in
the core from an external magnetic field, the saturation produced by the
primary coil will be asymmetric and a signal will be produced in the
secondary coil at double the frequency of the signal in the primary coil.
To determine the amount of electric current needed to reduce the
magnetic field strength in the core to zero, the current is increased until
the asymmetric signal becomes symmetric again, signifying a zero field in
the center of the sensor. The strength of this
current is a measure of the magnetic field
being studied.
Figure 30 - A diagram showing one type of fluxgate
magnetometer. A primary coil is wound around the iron
bars and an alternating current is run through this wire.
A secondary coil is wrapped around the iron bars to
measure any changing magnetic fields due to magnetic
saturation of the iron bars. An external magnetic field
aligned parallel with the bars will influence the signal
measured by the secondary coils. Some fluxgate
magnetometers use rings of iron instead of bars.

5.2 Applications in science, medicine and industry
There are many applications of fluxgate magnetometry to science,
medicine and industry. Here are some of the surprising ones!

Lung Research

Dr. David Cohen at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
published a paper in 1979, concerning his findings on the human lungs. Air
passages in the human body are lined with hair-like cilia, constantly
waving back and forth and thus slowly sweeping out any dirt or debris
deposited in them (Cohen called them "the moving carpet"). Cohen had
a dozen volunteers inhale small amounts of iron oxide dust, which is
harmless but can be magnetized. Over a year's time, each subject stood
between a pair of coils, through which a large current was briefly passed.
This magnetized the dust grains inside the lungs and aligned them with
____________________________________________________________
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each other. The subjects then climbed into the shielded room, where the
strength of the magnetization of their chest area was measured. During
the year of observations the amount of dust declined steadily to about
10% of the original level. (For smokers, however, their lungs cleaned
themselves much more slowly, and after one year, about 50% of the dust
still remained. )

Cytology:

When Peter Valberg and later Jim Butler, both accomplished physicists,
arrived at the Harvard School of Public Health, they invented Magnetic
Twisting Cytometry to study the mechanical properties and movement of
macrophages - organisms that eat viruses. They fed iron-rich food to a
small number of macrophages, and by using a fluxgate magnetometer,
they could study how these organisms behaved in lung tissues.

VI: The THEMIS Magnetometer
6.1 Design and block diagram
The THEMIS mission studies substorm signatures on the ground and in
space with time resolutions less than 30 seconds. Existing and new
ground-based magnetometers built by the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) determine the signatures of the ionospheric currents
induced by substorm auroras with nominal resolution of 1 second.
The University of California at Berkeley (UCB) team is responsible for the
deployment, maintenance and data retrieval from the Alaskan sites.
Existing (non-THEMIS) sites already provide a capable magnetometer
network, which THEMIS enhances to meet its spatial and temporal
resolution goals. The THEMIS ground based magnetometers were
developed after the heritage of dozens of such sensors already deployed
by the same UCLA team which has installed similar units at various sites
internationally.
There are 20 magnetometer stations installed at sub-auroral-latitudes in
North America. The GMAGs form a network of detection sites, ancillary to
existing US mid-latitude stations already in place. The magnetometer
data from the schools goes to UCB, where it is plotted and made
available via the World Wide Web.
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